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Clinical Laboratory Hematology, Third Edition, continues its stellar reputation as a comprehensive,

yet reader-friendly, resource for all levels of hematology laboratory education, offering a visually

engaging design and effective learning features that help students master the content. The

textÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s teaching and learning package includes an InstructorÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Manual, PowerPoint

presentation slides, a test bank, image bank, and a companion website with resources for both

instructor and students. Ã‚Â     Teaching and Learning Experience:     Designed for both MLT and

MLS students, the text provides a beneficial and economical resource for laboratory science

programs that offer both levels of instruction and includes a wealth of learning features.    Each

chapter features a consistent format with a striking visual design, making it easy for the reader to

find information on each topic.   Complemented by a variety of ancillary materials designed to help

instructors be more efficient and effective and students more successful.
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My favorite Clinical Hematology text is by Harmening, but its not on Kindle and I hate lugging a

heavy text around. For that reason, and the fact that I really like this text, even thought it wasn't the

required text for a class I still bought it. My only problem with it is that you can only download it to

TWO devices! I also have William's Hematology and it doesn't have such limitations on it. Honestly,

if I'd noticed this I may not have bought it. Might have just used the older Rodak PDF (free on



Archive.org).

This is a well written book to use in your studies. It thoroughly helped me out.

Very good price

This book was used for my intro hematology class. As a reference it is very detailed, however it is

not a good book to learn hematology for the first time. It is highly granular and doesn't focus on

concepts. Because of this, our lectures and tests were very based on rote memorization without the

bigger picture of the biological concepts. The former is what students forget immediately, the latter

is what students remember for much longer.

Great book!! Easy to read and understand. The case studies on each chapter really help to put

everything together.

The book -thanks to .com.- arrived as scheduled. But then my problems started: this textbook was

recommended by some Faculty members at the City University of Hong Kong for my TEACHING

next fall. I registered with Pearson as indicated and then contacted many, too many times the "Tech

Services" of Pearson requesting the "teacher's package" and -besides ONE computer-generated

message- I NEVER got ANY answer of the company. Besides -as too many textbooks published on

paper- this one is already obsolete: e.g. the mechanisms of action involved, as well as the new

(finally effective) treatments of multiple myeloma are not mentioned; and this is true of most

chapters. How can I trust such a textbook to teach my students who will be facing life-and-death

decisions in 3-5 years? I could live with that and do update my teaching on a daily basis. But the

promised, PAID FOR material that would save me time to prepare my presentations has not

materialized. It is a sad and frustrating lesson that I have learned and shall share it with my

colleagues.

good condition, lots of highlights, but couldn't beat the price.

Great product.
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